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Cadimage Tools set for change 
 

Auckland, New Zealand, Monday, 10th February 2014. 

Today Campbell Yule, Managing Director of Cadimage Group announced “2014 is set to bring many 

changes for Cadimage Group, and one of these changes relates to our collection of ArchiCAD 

Tools”. 

With over a dozen ArchiCAD Tools available to users across the globe, Cadimage has decided to 

refine its collection in order for it to focus on improving the functionality of its most popular tools and 

strengthen its customer support channels. 

While there will be no change to the most popular Cadimage Tools, some will be merged into 

existing Tools and others will be discontinued. 

The exact Tools affected and its changes are outlined below:  

• Cadimage Slab Edges and Cadimage Extrusions will have their functionality merged into 

the Cadimage Objective Tool. This tool will continue to be supported by future releases of 

ArchiCAD.  

• Cadimage Planting,  Cadimage Revisions,  Cadimage Wall Frames, Cadimage Detail 
Elements, Cadimage Sites+Massing will all be discontinued.  

Campbell acknowledges that for some the discontinuation of these Tools will be difficult, but 

explains “we will be providing a range of tips, PDF downloads, and video tutorials showing 

customers how to cope without the tools on our website”.    

“We also want to remind customers that current versions of these tools will continue to work and be 

supported by us – they just won’t be available in the next version of ArchiCAD” he adds. 

Cadimage will be advising its customers of these changes this week.  

 

ABOUT CADIMAGE GROUP 

Cadimage Group distributes, develops and supports a range of design and performance-
evaluating software for architects, engineers and construction companies that enhance 
design capability and reduce risk and cost. For additional information about Cadimage Group 
Limited, please visit http://www.cadimagegroup.com 

 


